No matter what you’re into, just like the shows at our venue – we have something for everyone! From drama and lifestyle to comedy and reality, whatever streaming service you have access to – we’ve compiled our most binge-worthy TV show recommendations from staff across the NEC Group to give you some viewing inspiration whilst staying safe at home.
RACE ACROSS THE WORLD

In a frenetic race across the world, travellers can choose any route they like - but no flights or smartphones allowed. Which pair will finish first?

TWO SERIES

STRANGER THINGS

When a young boy vanishes, a small town uncovers a mystery involving secret experiments, terrifying supernatural forces and one strange little girl.

TIGER KING

ONE SERIES

A zoo owner spirals out of control amid a cast of eccentric characters in this true murder-for-hire story from the underworld of big cat breeding.

NETFLIX

NETFLIX

BBC iPlayer

A MUST WATCH!

THE BEST BINGE-WORTHY BOXSETS

LET US KNOW YOUR FAVOURITES
#NECSTAYATHOME

THE BEST BINGE-WORTHY BOXSETS

#STAYATHOME HOME OF EVENTS
**ANIMAL KINGDOM**

**THREE SERIES**

This family crime drama follows a teenager who moves in with his freewheeling relatives in Southern California beach town, after his mother’s death. Drawn into their life of excess, he soon discovers it’s funded by criminal activities and joining the family comes with more danger than he might be ready to handle.

**POWER**

**SIX SERIES**

In this absorbing crime drama, a successful and well-liked nightclub owner moonlights as a drug dealer to New York City’s A-list users.

**KILLING EVE**

**THREE SERIES**

Killing Eve topples the typical spy-action thriller as two fiercely intelligent women, equally obsessed with each other, go head to head in an epic game of cat and mouse.
The Best Binge-Worthy Boxsets

We’ve had tons of recommendations so we’ll continue to share our favourites with you from our different departments.

Keep an eye on your inbox for more...

#STAYATHOME FROM THE HOME OF EVENTS

LET US KNOW YOUR FAVOURITES #NECSTAYATHOME

All content and descriptions for shows recommended as listed on the corresponding streaming platforms.